BROKER SOLUTIONS

MIC WEALTH
MANAGER

Save time and enhance shareholders’ experience by keeping them informed and engaged.

M A N UA L PROC E S S E S, R E PE TITI V E TA S K S, LOGG I NG O NTO M U LTI PLE A PPLI C ATI O N S,
and monitoring time-sensitive events impede advisors’ time with clients. MIC Wealth Manager is a
comprehensive platform that saves advisors time and enables them to better serve their clients. Advisors use the platform to efficiently vote proxies, review shareholder communications their clients
receive and make reorg elections online. A dashboard spotlights critical information and time-sensitive
activities such as:
n

The number of positions that must be voted within the next four weeks

n

Upcoming meetings

n

Shareholder communications that have been received by the most accounts

Providing MIC Wealth Manager to your advisors makes them more productive and promotes your brand
– solidifying your relationship with them. Plus, brokers can monitor all their post-sale distributions, reorg
elections and proxy campaigns – as well as their advisors’ activity – via MIC Operations, our market
proven technology.

MIC Wealth Manager

The Smart Choice for Investor Communications

MIC WEALTH MANAGER

Proxy Voting & ReOrg Manager

Proxy Voting
n

n

n

For investment managers with voting authority,
save time by voting multiple accounts via single
ballot.
For investment managers using a vote agent, the
experience is seamless. Mediant supports all
vote agents including ISS, Glass Lewis and Egan
Jones with electronic voting.
Managers can keep ahead of the curve and in
compliance with automated reports that run with
real-time data.

Shareholder Communications
n

n

n

n

View an inventory of all distributed communications and the accounts that received each one.
 ook up an account to review received docuL
ments prior to speaking with the client.
Proactively alert clients to important communications, meetings and voting actions.
Better engage clients with the ability to take
action on real-time information.

ReOrg Manager
n

n

Automate the capture of reorganization or
voluntary corporate action elections.
Efficiently manage reorg elections by easily
retrieving offers by election status, positions,
past offers and current offers.

Mediant delivers investor communications solutions to banks, brokers, corporate issuers and funds. Our
solutions are driven by leading technology and strict compliance with industry regulations, which allows clients
to balance innovation with requirements. We enable banks and brokers to effectively manage all potential
touchpoints within the investor communications lifecycle — from proxy statements and prospectuses to
voluntary corporate actions. We provide corporate issuers with turnkey proxy processing, and we empower
mutual funds, REITs and insurance companies with a full-service, end-to-end proxy solution.

For more information, visit www.mediantinc.com
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